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THEOEEMS  ON" THE  POTENTIAL.
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coordinates  are #, y, z, the value F' of the  potential  at  any neighbouring point P' whose coordinates are will be given by
where partial differential coefficients are represented as usual by suffixes.
If V were a maximum or minimum at the point x, y} z, the first differential coefficients Vx, Vy, Vz would each be zero, and the
three second differential coefficients Vxa., V
yy>
(besides fulfilling
some other conditions) would have the same sign.    But since the
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point P is unoccupied by matter, they must satisfy Laplace's | equations, Art. 95.    Their sum must therefore  be  zero.    It isl I therefore impossible that all three should have the same sign.        i
It has not been assumed that the masses of all the particles "have the same sign.    The theorem is still true if the forces due to
some particles are attractive, and those due to others are repulsive. ^jfr
.^^Wlien^tlie law of force is the inverse distance and the attracting body is a
•v~* lamina, we have at all points in that plane Vxx+ Vyy=Q, Art. 105.   It follows that
in this" case also the potential cannot be an absolute maximum or minimum at any
point in the plane of the lamina unoccupied by matter.    For other laws of force in
which the sum of Vxx, Vn, Vzz is not zero, the argument does not apply.
We have here assumed that we may apply Taylor's theorem to the potential. That we may do so follows from the definition given in Art. 39. It is clear that the potential at P of a single particle and therefore of a system of particles whose total mass is finite is a function of the coordinates of P which is continuous and finite as long as P does not traverse any attracting matter. We may however put ^ the argument into another form -which has the advantage of avoiding the use of series.
••> 112. Another proof. With P as centre describe a sphere of xsmall radius. If the potential V were an absolute maximum at P, the potential at any point Q of the sphere must be less than that at P. Thus F is decreasing for a displacement along every radius of the sphere. It follows from Art. 41 that the outward normal force F at Q is negative at every point of the sphere. But by Gauss' theorem fFdo-^0 (Art. 106), which requires that F should be positive for some elements of the sphere and negative for others. In the same way it may be shown that the potential cannot be an absolute minimum at P.
¥ 113. If the point P be situated within the substance of a continuous attracting body of finite positive density p, the potential may be a maximum but cannot be a minimum at P.
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